Abstract. With the growth of bandwidth, real-time video streaming service becomes popular. Such application is also considered a future killer application on Internet. Recent research efforts have demonstrated the promising potential of building cost-effective video streaming systems on top of peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. Since the peers have limited capacity, such as upstream bandwidth, each streaming session may involve multiple supplying peers. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy to retrieve a long-duration video from multiple peers which have arbitrary and restricted upstream bandwidth, such that the waiting time is minimized. In comparison with the previous work [13], our strategy can greatly improve the waiting time. In the arbitrary given examples, our strategy can improve the waiting time by 67%. To take into account the popular compressed video with variable bit rate, we also show how to apply our strategy readily to the VBR videos
Introduction
With the advancement of broadband networking technology, and the growth of processor speed and disk capacity, real-time video streaming service is getting increasingly popular among users and contributes a significant amount of today's Internet traffic. However, there are still many challenges towards building cost-effective, robust and scalable video streaming systems due to the huge size, high bandwidth and delay requirements for video streaming.
A majority of video streaming architectures follows a client-server design. The server may have as many streams of each program as the current number of potential viewers (i.e. users currently connected to the service). Since the growth in bandwidth can never keep up with the growth in the number of viewers. It may easily run out of bandwidth and result in tremendous demand for communication bandwidth on the system and underlying network. To alleviate the stress on the bandwidth, there are many researches have been stimulated in the recent years. One way is to broadcast popular videos [8-11, 14, 15] . According to [6] , 80% of demands are on a few (10 or 20) very popular videos. Because the server's broadcasting activity is independent of the arrivals of requests, the approach is appropriate to popular or hot videos that may interest many viewers at a certain period of time. These approaches are using IP multicast technique to achieve serving multiple viewers using the same stream. However, the IP multicast has not been widely employed until now due to the increased control overhead and computational complexity at the routers. It is unlikely that IP multicast will be widely employed in the near future.
Broadband access to the Internet through services such as ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line) and FTTH (fiber to the home) has recently become very popular. Such services allow a large number of users to have their computers constantly connected to the Internet. Most computers are capable of storing many large files of digital content for the user, and many users are making such content available to others. Such technique is called peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. Each peer (i.e. user constantly connected to the Internet) can be a server to share its resources (supplying peer), while it is a client to obtain data from others (requesting peer). Due to this characteristic, application layer multicast (ALM) has recently proposed to implement the multicast functionality in application layer instead of IP layer, i.e. some of peers participating in the multicast play the role of the multicast router. Thus, ALM can be directly applicable to the current Internet since it does not need any new additional modification at IP routers. Application-level multicast techniques, such as NICE [1] , SplitStream [2] , SCRIBE [3] , Narada [4] , oStream [5] and Zigzag [12] , construct the distribution trees over the peers to deliver video streams. However, it introduces another problem: it may overload some peers beyond their capacities. A peer in the tree may become a parent of several other peers. In the peer-to-peer networks, peers typically have limited capacity, especially of the upstream bandwidth. In many cases, peer cannot even provide the full stream rate to another peer.
In general, a P2P video streaming system has the following characteristics [7, 13] : (1) peers have limited capacity, such as the restricted upstream bandwidth; (2) peers are heterogeneous in their bandwidth contribution. Therefore, each streaming session may involve multiple supplying peers. Xu [13] first proposed how to assign video data to multiple supplying peers in one streaming session. The goal is to ensure requesting peers can quickly initiate and then continuously playback a video, while it is being downloaded. However, Xu's work assumes the upstream bandwidth offered by a supplying peer must be one of the following values:
m , b is the video consumption rate. This assumption is not flexible. To solve this problem, in this paper we propose a novel strategy to retrieve a long-duration video from multiple peers which have arbitrary and restricted upstream bandwidth, such that the waiting time for the requesting peer is minimized. In comparison with the Xu's work, our strategy can greatly improves the waiting time. For example the upstream bandwidth of supplying peers are b/2, b/4, b/8, and b/8, our strategy can improve the waiting time by 67%. To take into account the popular compressed video with variable bit rate, we also show how to apply readily to the VBR videos.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the Xu's work in detail. In Section 3, we present and analyze our strategy. How to apply our strategy readily to the VBR videos is also discussed in this section. In Section 4, its performance comparison is presented. Finally we make brief conclusions in Section 5.
To the best of our knowledge, only the Xu's work [13] deals with problem which assign video data to multiple supplying peers in one streaming session such that the waiting time is minimized. Here, we first review some ideas used in it. 
Real-Time Video Streaming Data Assignment
In this section, we first present the problem more detail. Let the total length of the requested video be L, measured in seconds. Let the video consumption rate be b, measured in bits per second. Assume there are n supplying peers which the sum of upstream bandwidth is equal to the video consumption rate. The upstream bandwidth of supplying peers are denoted as b i , i = 1, 2, 3, …, n, measured in bits per second. The problem is: if we want to partition the whole video data into m segments (equal length is unnecessary), how to partition the video data and how to assign the segments to each supplying peer, such that the waiting time w is minimized. In other words, if we want to ensure the waiting time will be w, how to partition the video data and how to assign the segments to each supplying peer, such that the number of segments m is minimized. That is, the length of each segment must be as long as possible. 
Description of the basic principle
Now, we describe the basic principle of our strategy: Consider we want to retrieve video data from some supplying peer which upstream bandwidth is b i , and the waiting time is w. Figure 2 shows this concept. From the figure, we observe that in order to guarantee continuous playback, the time x to retrieve the remaining portion must be not greater than the entire playback duration of the segment. In other words,
Thus, by satisfying this condition (1), we ensure that the retrieval of the remaining portion will not affect the continuity of the playback at any time instant. Therefore the longest length of the segment will be w b b
The design and analysis of video retrieval strategy
In this section, we present our retrieval strategy in detail and determine the minimized waiting time w of requesting peer which retrieve m segments from all the n supplying peers, which have been sorted in descending order according to their upstream bandwidth. Figure 3 shows an example of the video retrieval strategy, while m=8 and n=4. Then we have the following recursive equations for the segments 1 to n. If the number of the segment m is larger than the number of supplying peers n, then we can further have the following n recursive equations for the segments n+1 to n+n. , i=1~n
For the segments 2n+1 to 2n+n, we can have the following n recursive equations. 
And so on. Finally, we can induce the following recursive formulas (3) to determine the minimized waiting time w. 
Apply our strategy to VBR videos
Since the consumption rate of VBR videos usually varies with time. In order to guarantee continuous playback, we must initiate playback after finishing the retrieval of whole segment. Therefore, the size of segment S must be not greater than the size of retrieval data during the waiting time w. The equation (1) , where f i is the frame sequence, measured in bits (4) Thus, by satisfying this condition (4), the longest length of the segment will be computed while Figure 4 shows an example of the video retrieval strategy, while m=8 and n=4. We can induce the following recursive formulas (6) to partition the video and assign to the supplying peers for a given waiting time w. ,where k S is the length of segment S k , measured in frames; F is the video consumption rate, measured in frames per second. 
Performance Comparison
Review the goal is: if we want to partition the whole video data into m segments, how to partition the video data and how to assign the segments to each supplying peer, such that the access time w is minimized. Herein, we'll compare the viewers' waiting time with the Xu's work [13] . Assume the number of segments m is from 100 to 1000. Figure 5 show the first example, we can observe our strategy can greatly improve the viewers' waiting time by 67%. The second example is shown in Figure 6 . Our strategy can still improve the viewers' waiting time by 59%. 
Conclusions
With the advancement of broadband networking technology, and the growth of processor speed and disk capacity, real-time video streaming service is getting increasingly popular among users and contributes a significant amount of today's Internet traffic. Recent research efforts have demonstrated the promising potential of building cost-effective video streaming systems on top of peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. Since the peers have limited capacity, such as upstream bandwidth, each streaming session may involve multiple supplying peers. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy to retrieve a long-duration video from multiple peers which have arbitrary and restricted upstream bandwidth, such that the waiting time is minimized. In comparison with the previous work [13] , our strategy can greatly improve the waiting time. In the above-mentioned two arbitrary examples, our strategy can improve the waiting time by 67% and 59%. To take into account the popular compressed video with variable bit rate, we also show how to apply our strategy readily to the VBR videos.
